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TOP REASONS TO PARTNER WITH HYPEROFFICE
With an expected market size of $210 B by 2016, cloud computing presents a massive
opportunity for IT companies across the board. As a first mover in business cloud services,
HyperOffice allows OEM partners to leverage its cloud technology and enter the cloud
market anew or enhance their current cloud offerings.
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INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY
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FLEXIBLE OEM MODELS

HyperOffice is a pioneer in cloud-based
collaboration since 2004. Our
collaboration stack, based on 10 years of
experience with day-to-day operational
requirements of businesses, is now available to
OEM partners.

HyperOffice offers a variety of flexible
options to meet a range of diverse OEM
use-cases. White-label and seamlessly embed
our technology in your own stack. Host in
HyperOffice cloud for rapid deployment or host
at the data-center of your choice for greater
control.
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MODULAR ARCHITECTURE
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TECHNICAL, MARKETING AND
SALES ENABLEMENT

HyperOffice technologies have an
extremely modular architecture,
meaning each part can stand as its own
application. OEM partners can selectively plug
components into their own stack based on
requirements.

We work closely with your teams to
implement and maintain the solution.
Furthermore, we help you every step of the way
with training materials, videos, comparison
sheets and other collateral to ensure your
success.

CASE STUDY – A GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY LEADER
A global technology company expanded its document imaging and scanning
solutions by incorporating HyperOffice white-label cloud storage and file
sync features. To learn more, contact us.
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HYPEROFFICE TECHNOLOGIES
HyperOffice technologies are highly flexible and available to service providers as the full
suite, product bundles or even individual modules. Plus, our extensive APIs may be
leveraged to integrate our solutions in any technology landscape or solution portfolio.

HyperOffice Social is a unified

suite of tools for teams to work together
and be productive.

Share.to simplifies cross-company

collaboration where users can create instant
spaces with video, meeting, and sharing tools.

SHARE.TO SOLUTION STACK

HYPEROFFICE SOLUTION STACK
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